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To: tsm@EMD 
From: GS-13 N NEAL PAUL@EMD 

originated by: <Kelly A Dreyer@notes.hqi.usmc.mil> -- 

Attachment: 
Date: l/12/99 7:18 AM 

Tom, 
Do you remember the name of the father? 
Thanks, 
Neal 

_--- -me...-- 

Original text 
From: <Kelly A Dreyer@notes.hqi.usmc.mil>, on l/11/99 6:28 AM: -- 
To: GS-13 N NEAL PAUL@EMD@MCB LEJEUNE 

Neal, 

Welcome bat k - I hope you are feeling better or at least had a chance to 
relax after the holidays. As you might have gathered this topic is gaining 
momentum as we move forward. It will be more difficult to coordinate 
meetings and accomplish tasks with this many people involved; but, I think 
it's good to keep counsel (at many levels) current with our actions so that 
we handle this properly. 

Shannon and I were talking last week and I had mentioned that someone from 
Camp Lejeune had already contacted you regarding his daughter's death and 
his suspision that it was caused by the drinking water. Can you please 
give me more information on it? I remember it came out after ATSDR 
released the PHA in Aug 97. 

Talk to you soon - I hope the 25-26 Jan will work - let me know if there is 
anything I can do to help you from this end. Maj Shy, Capt Newman (HQMC 

PA01 t and possibly LtCol Simmons (legislative affairs) are meeting at 0800 
this morning to prepare a draft agenda for the meeting. Once we get a 
draft, I'd like to get your input (and anyone else at Camp Lejeune). Then 
I'd like to send it to ATSDR to make sure we all understand why we are 
gathering and what we expect to accomplish. Capt Newman has already 
prepared a draft PA0 plan which we can modify and supplement as we see fit. 

Kelly 
--_-___--________-__-- Forwarded by Kelly A Dreyer/LFL/HQMC/USMC on 
01/11/99 ()6:25 JQVj __-___---_____----_________ 

Shannon A Shy@notes.hqi.usmc.mil on 01/07/99 04:15:31 PM -- 



Kelly A Dreyer 
01,/07/99 03:37 PM 

To: pauln@clb.usmc.mil, Beth Newman/pa/pa/HQMC/USMC@HQMC, 
ianamctrl~Lui~~.n;;Vi~.Z.;:d'~i'.~~,-~*r~X-n~" 1 

lunsforda@nehc.med.navy.mil, fzc3@cdc.gov, wekl@cdc.gov, Shannon A 
Shy/CL/HQMC/USMC@HQMC, 
"LTCOL=WALTER=W=SIMMONS%OLA%HQMC~@hqi.usmc.mil, morrist@clb.usmc.mil, 
riechelsm@jag.navy.mil, banks.stephen@hq.navy.mil, finns@clb.usmc,mil 

cc: Craig K Sakai/LFL/HQMC/USMC@HQMC, olson.dave@hq.navy.mil, 
yaroschak.paul@hq.navy.mil, erik godwin, arbnot.chet@hq.navy.mil, 
11GM15=KIM=G=WEIRICK%LFL%HQMC1~@hqi.usmc.mil, 
"COL=LAWRENCE=L=LARSON%LFL%HQMC"@hqi.usmc.mil, 
schafer.bernard@hq.navy.mil 

Subject: Camp Lejeune Health Study 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

Thank you all for responding to my request for availability. It appears 
that the best date to meet and develop a public relations plan and 
implementation strategy is Tuesday, 26 Jan 99. I will prepare a draft 
agenda for your input so that we can use our time wisely and come away from 
the meeting with a draft public relations plan and clear direction and 
purpose. The meeting will be held at Camp Lejeune, NC. I will be out of 
the office on Friday, 8 Jan 99, but will coordinate meeting times 'and the 
draft agenda on Monday, 11 Jan 99. 

An informational pre-meeting for DOD representatives to bring everyone up 
to speed on this issue will be held on Monday, 25 Jan 99. Again, a time 

will be established next week. 

Additional details will follow shortly. 

Very Respectfully, 
Kelly Dreyer 
HQ USMC 
(703) 695-8302 

kdreyer@notes.hqi,usmc.mil 

--- --_-___--__-- --v--w Forwarded by Kelly A Dreyer/LFL/HQMC/USMC on 
01/07/9g 07.59 pM __-______-______----_______ 

Kelly A Dreyer 
12/17/98 01:52 PM 

To: pauln@clb.usmc.mil, Beth Newman/pa/pa/HQMC/USMC@HQMC, 
landmankh@efdlant.navfac.navy.mil, scotter@h 
lunsforda@nehc.med.navy.mil, fzc3@cdc.gov, w 



* 
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Shy/CL/HQMC/USMC@HQMC, 'lLTCOL=WALTER=W=SIMMONS%OLA%HQMC1~@hqi.usmc.mil 
cc: Craig K Sakai/LFL/HQMC/USMC@HQMC, 

~GM15=KIM=G=WEIRICK%LFL%HQMC1~@hqi.usmc.mil, 
tlCOL=LAWRENCE=L=LARSON%LFL%HQMC"@hqi.usmc.mil, 
olson.dave@hq.navy.mil, erik-k.-godwin@omb.eop.gov 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

In support of*the health study being conducted at MCB Camp Lejeune, I would 
like to schedule a meeting at Camp Lejeune in January 1999 to develop a 
public relations plan and implementation strategy. It is imperative that 
this plan be developed and implemented PRIOR to any surveys/questionnaires 
being distributed or telephone interviews taking place. 

I envision this meeting lasting approximately 4-6 hours and ending with a 
plan and roles and responsibilities for each of the agencies involved. 

Please email me your January availability so I can coordinate a date that 
is good for everyone. 
I am available Jan 6-8,19-22 and 25-29. 

The following offices/agencies should be represented: 

MCB Camp Lejeune - Environmental, Public Affairs, counsel housing, and 
others 
Marine Corps Headquarters - Environmental Management, Public Affairs, 
Counsel, Legislative Affairs 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command - Headquarters Risk Assessor, 
Naval Facilities Engineering Command - Atlantic Division RPM 
Navy Environmental Health Center 
Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry - Technical and Public 
Relations 

If there are other offices that should be coordinated with, please let me 
know and I will include them. 

After the holidays, I will be putting together a draft agenda for your 
review and input. 

Respectfully, 
Kelly Dreyer 
(703) 695-8302, ext 3329 



To: jsw@EMD,knt@EMD,mps@EMD,tsm@EMD 
From: GS-13 N NEAL PAUL@EMD 

Originated by: <Kelly A Dreyer@notes.hqi.usmc.mil> -- 
cc:: 

Rr-P - 

Subject: fwd: Camp Lejeune Health Study Agenda 
Attachment: 

Date: l/12/99 7:21 AM 

Karla, 
Please work with Tom to secure refreshments for this 2 day meeting. 
Bagels both days - recommend we pick up out in town with 
O'club providing coffee in am and drinks in pm. 

Mick,Jeff, Tom - plan on attending both days. 
V/r, 
Neal 

---- ------ 

Original text 
From: <Kelly A Dreyer@notes.hqi.usmc.mil>, on l/12/99 6:43 AM: -- 
To: SMTP@SMTP@MCB LEJEUNE[clunsforda@nehc.med.navy.mil>], GS-13 N NEAL 
PAUL@EMD@MCB LEJEUNE 

I'm still waiting for Shannon's comments on the proposed agenda, but wanted 
to send it to you for review so I can get it out to everyone else later 
today. Any suggestions? Any and all input will be greatly appreciated. 

VR, 
Kelly 

--__________-____ ----- Forwarded by Kelly A Dreyer/LFL/HQMC/USMC on 
01/12/99 06:47 m _.a.-_---_---_-------________ 

Kelly'A Dreyer 
01/11/99 01:33 PM 

To: Shannon A Shy/CL/HQMC/USMC@HQMC, Beth Newman/pa/pa/HQMC/USMC@HQJWC 
cc: Craig K Sakai/LFL/HQMC/USMC@HQMC 
Subject: Camp Lejeune Health Study Agenda 

First of all, thank you for meeting this morning. I really value your 
insight and advice. 

Here is a summary of the proposed agendas we discussed. Please revierw them 
and let me know if you have further additions, deletions or r 
changes. Once we are satisfied, I'd like to forward it to Ca 



the Navy Environmental Health Center for their input. 

I checked into flights and found out that the earliest flight out of 
National is at 0615 arriving at Camp Lejeune at 0928. The latest departing 

1952 and 2300, respectively. I have timed the meetings to ensure we will 
be finished in time to catch the 1630 flight home, but was unable to 
prevent a Sunday departure to Camp Lejeune I can adjust if you see fit. 

VR, 
Kelly 

---------A- ____--_----- __----_----- ------------- 

DOD Pre-meeting 
25 Jan.99 - 0800,163O 

Attendees: DOD, DoJ 

Purpose: Prepare for 26 Jan 99 meeting with ATSDR through information 
briefings and group discussion to assist in formulation of 
issues/concerns/strategies related to a public relations plan. 

Draft Agenda 

0800 - Welcome/Introductions - (HQMC (LFL) -Kelly Dreyer) 
0815 - Identification of meeting purpose, goals and objectives (All) 
0830 - Historical Overview (MCB Camp Lejeune -Neal Paul) 
1000 - Break 
1015 - Health Study Overview (Navy Environmental Health Center - Andrea 
Lunsford) 
1130 - Lunch F 
1300 - Site tour (MCB Camp Lejeune) 
1400 - Identification of issues/concerns to be addressed in Public Affairs 
Plan (All) 
1600 - Summary of issues/consolidated position (Kelly Dreyer) 
1630 - Adjourn 

Evening - Attend a Civil Action Movie (voluntary) 

e----v ------__---_--------e-----w -------___--me ------_-----_---__---- 

ATSDR and DOD Public Affairs Strategy Meeting 
26 Jan 99 - 0800-1430 

Purpose: To begin development of a joint public relations strategy for 
responding to public concerns/questions relating to the Camp Lejeune Health 
Study. 

Draft Agenda 

0800 - Welcome/Introductions (Kelly Dreyer) 



. 

0815 - Health Study Overview (ATSDR) and process 
0930 - Break 
0945 - Identification of public concerns/issues which should be addressed 
in PR plan (All) 
1100 - Establish Framework to address identified concerns/issues (All) -...----- __- 
1200 - Lunch 

-__.._-.~ ~__- 

1300 - Continue Development of framework and assign roles and 
responsibilities 
1400 - Summary/ assignment of follow-on coordination and timelines 
1430 - Adjourn 

i 
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To: GM-14 FREDERICK E. CONE@FACl,MAJ SCOTT B JACK@CPAO,MAJ STEPHEm 
P FINN@EACOl,MAJOR DARREN S JUMP@EACOl,MAJOR WILLIAM G 
PEREZ@SJAl 

From: GS-13 N NEAL PAUL@EMD 
cc: irdlist@EMD,sab@emdl 

-xyy--- ~.__ -.--...__.- ---. ---- ____ 

Subject: ATSDR Health Study 
Attachment: 

Date: l/12/99 12:ll PM 

Gentlemen: 
In support of the upcoming health study, CMC HQ and I have scheduled a 
meeting to be held at our O'Club on Jan. 25 and 26. The focus of the 
meeting will be to develop a public relations plan and implementation 
strategy. It is imperative that this plan be developed and implemented 
PRIOR to any surveys/questionnaires being distributed or telephone intervi-ew 
take place. Please email me your availability for planning purposes. An 
agenda will follow - hopefully by the end of this week. The following 
offices/agencies should be represented: 

MCB CL - counsel, housing, public affairs, env mngt 
MCB HQ - env mngt, public affairs, counsel, legislative affairs 
NAVFAC - remedial project manager, counsel, public affairs 
Navy Environmental Health Center - risk assesor, project manager 
Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry - technical and public 
relations 
Dept of Justice 

Let me know if you have questions. 
Respectfully, 
Neal Paul 



To: GS-13 N NEAL PAUL@EMD 
From: GS-9 THOMAS S MORRIS@EMD 

cc: 
Bee: 

Subject: re: fwd: Camp Lejeune Health Study 
flc 

Date: l/12/99 1:26 PM 

Neal, 
I never saw or heard anything about this incident; therefore, I don't 

know what the father's name might be. I'm going through the stacks of stuff 
about ABC/TT wells/ATSDR to see if it is in there somewhere and will let you 
know if I find anything. 

V/R 
Tom 

---------- 

Original text 



To: SMTP@SMTP[cBeth-Newman@notes.hqi.usmc.mil>], 
SMTP@SMTP[<landmankh@efdlant.navfac.navy.mil>]~ 
SMTP@SMTP[<scotter@hq,navfac.navy.mil>], 
SMTP@SMTP[<lunsforda@nehc.med.navy.mil~], 
SMTP@SMTP[~LTCOL=WALTER=W=SIMMONS%OLA%HQMC@hqi..usmc.mi1~], 

-SMT@@MTPi~~~rn@j~na-~ti~], 
SMTP@SMTP[<banks.stephen@hq.navy.mil>], 
SMTP@SMTP[<Shepherdds@efdlant.navfac.navy.mil>], 
SMTP@SMTP[<JoAnn.Bordeaux@usdoj.govl],GS-13 N NEAL PA'CJL@EMD, 
GS-9 THOMAS S MORRIS@EMD,MAJ STEPHEN P FINN@EACOl,MAJOR DARREN 
S JUMP@EACOl 

From: <Kelly A Dreyer@notes.hqi.usmc.mil> -- 
cc: SMTP@SMTP[<yaroschak.paul@hq.navy.mil>l, 

SMTP@SMTP[<schafer.bernard@hq.navy-mil>], 
SMTP@SMTP[<olson.dave@hq.navy.mil>], 
SMTP@SMTP[<arbnot.chet@hq.navy.mil>], 
SMTP@SMTP[<gkohns@hq.navfac.navy.mil>], 
SMTP@?SMTP[<Craig K Sakai@notes.hqi.usmc.milrl, -- 
SMTP@SMTP[cKim G Weirick@notes.hqi.usmc.mil>l, -- 
SMTP@SMTP[<Lawrence L Larson@notes.hqi.usmc.mil>] -- 

Bee: 
Subject: Camp Lejeune Health Study Meeting Logistics 

Attachment: 
Date: l/13/99 12:57 PM 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

Below is a proposed agenda for the pre-meeting/informational meeting at 
Camp Lejeune on 25 January 99. Please let me know if you have any 
recommendations. I will be sending out a separate message regarding the 
Public Affairs Strategy Meeting to be held with the Agency for Toxic 
Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR) on 26 Jan 99. 

__-_____----__---------------------------------- 

DOD Pre-meeting 
25 Jan 99 - 0800,170O 

Attendees: DOD, DoJ 

Purpose: Prepare for 26 Jan 99 meeting with ATSDR through information 
briefings and group discussion to assist in formulation of 
issues/concerns/strategies related to a public relations plan. 

Draft Agenda 

0800 - Welcome/Introductions - (HQMC - Kelly Dreyer) 
0815 - Meeting purpose, goals and objectives (All) 
0830 - Historical Overview (MCB Camp Lejeune -Neal Paul) 
1000 - Break 
1015 - Health Study Overview (Navy Envir. Health Center - Andrea Lunsford) 
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To: SMTP@SMTP[<fzc3@cdc.gov>],SMTP~SM~P[cwekl~cdc.gov>], 
SMTP@SMTP[cerik-k.godwin@omb.eop.gov>], 
SMTP@SMTP[<Beth-Newman@notes.hqi.usmc.mil>], ,x 1; c x fi,,> 0 c if i '% 
SMTP@SMTP[<landmankh@efdlant.navfac.navy.mil>], ----'-' 

SMTP@SMTP[<scotter@hq.navfac.navy.mil>], 
/; , c / 
C' i: jlll y t 

SMTP@SMTP[<lunsforda@nehc:med,navy.mil>], ., ~ ,A -I :, , :< 
SMTP@SMTP[cShannon A 

,I',. /. 
-- Shy@notes.hqi.usmc.mil>l, 

SMTP@SMTP[cLTCOL=WALTER=W=SIMMONS%OLA%HQMC~hqi.usmc-mi:~~j~~ 
SMTP@SMTP[<riechelsm@jag.navy.mil>], 
SMTP@SMTP[<banks.stephen@hq.navy.mil>], 
SMTP@SMTP[<Shepherdds@efdlant.navfac.navy.mil>], 
SMTP@SMTP[eJoAnn.Bordeaux@usdoj.gov>],GS-13 N NEAL PAUL@EMD, 
GS-9 THOMAS S MORRIS@EMD,MAJ STEPHEN P FINN@EACOl,MAJO:R DARRENl 
S JUMP@EACOl 

From: <Kelly A Dreyer@notes.hqi.usmc.mil> -- 
cc: SMTP@SMTP[<yaroschak.paul@hq.navy.mil>l, 

SMTP@SMTP[cschafer.bernard@hq.navy.mil>], 
SMTP@SMTP[<olson.dave@hq.navy.mil>], 
SMTP@SMTP[<arbnot.chet@hq.navy.mil>], 
SMTP@SMTP[cgkohns@hq.navfac.navy.mil>l, 
SMTP@SMTP[<Craig K Sakai@notes.hqi.usmc.mil>l, -- 
SMTP@SMTP[<Kim G Weirick@notes.hqi.usmc.mil>l, -- 
SMTP@SMTP[<Lawrence L Larson@notes.hqi.usmc.mil>l -- 

Bee: 
Subject: Camp Lejeune Public Relations Strategy Meeting 

Attachment: 
Date: l/13/99 3:25 PM 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

I have scheduled a Public Affairs Strategy meeting at the Camp Lejeune 
Officer's Club on January 26, 1999, 0900-1500. The purpose of the 
meeting is to begin development of a joint public relations strategy- 
for responding to public concerns/questions relating to the upcoming 
Camp Lejeune Health Study. 

A proposed agenda is provided below for your input and recommendations.** 

0900 - Welcome/Introductions (Marine Corps) 
0915 - Health Study Overview and data collection process (ATSDR) 
1015 - Identification of public concerns/issues (All) 
1130 - Lunch 
1230 - Establish Framework to address identified concerns/issues and assign 
roles and 

responsibilities (All) 
1400 - Break 
1415 - Summary/assignment of follow-on coordination and timelines (All) 
1500 - Adjourn 

** If you have a standard template of elements you'd like to see in a 



* 
To: smtp[banks.stephen@hq.navy.mil], 

smtp[kdreyer@notes.hqi.usmc.mil] 
From: GS-9 THOMAS S MORRIS@EMD 

cc: nnp@EMD 
Bee: 

n CJ*XIibj*W*X~~C Clf=!dmL * s yumias 
Attachment: questi-l.doc 

Date: l/19/99 1:58 PM 

For your information: 

The attached is a file (in Microsoft Word) with answers to the questions 

that were sent to Kelly Dreyer (HQMC) and Neal Paul (MCB Camp Lejeune) 
concerning ABC Cleaner-Is. 

Please let me know if you have any comments or questions, or if I can be of 
further assistance in this matter. 

Thanks, 
V/R 
Tom Morris 



To: 
From: 

cc : 
Bee: 

Subject: 

smtp[kdreyer@notes.hqi.usmc.mil] 
GS-9 THOMAS S MORRISEEMD 
NNP@EMD 

ABC Cleaner's information _- __-___-~_ -___ ______ -- -- 
Attachment: 

Date: l/19/99 2:25 PM 

Kelly, 

You were looking for information concerning the individual who formerly 
lived in Tarawa Terrace housing and contacted the government in regard to 
his child's death. I hope the following information helps. 

In an E-mail from Andrea Lundsford (NEHC) to Maritza Montegross (LANTDIV) 
dated 15 June 1998, Andrea wrote about receiving messages from Mr. Jerry 
Ensminger.. The following is a synopsis of this E-mail: 

Mr. Ensminger and his family were living in Tarawa Terrace in 1975 when his 
wife became pregnant. When she was two months into her pregnancy, they were 
transferred to Parris Island where she gave birth to their daughter at the 
Beaufort Island Hospital. Mr. Ensminger's daughter became ill and was 
diagnosed with childhood leukemia in 1984/85. She received treatment at the 
NAVHOSP at Camp Lejeune, but the treatment was not successful and she died 
of the disease in 1985. Her attending physician was Dr. Susan Stellmach. 

Mr. Ensminger learned about the Adverse Pregnancy Outcome and VOC Exposure 
health studies at Camp Lejeune through information published in the local 
media. Mr. Ensminger contacted ATSDR to find out more about the study and 
learned that ATSDR was planning a study of childhood leukemia. Since that 
time, he contacted Mr. Kevin Costas, the researcher/health assessor with the 
State of Massachusetts who conducted the Woburn study (Reassessment). 

Apparently, Mr. Ensminger was told that ATSDR felt that the Navy should 
sponsor the additional health study at Camp Lejeune. In more recent contact 
with ATSDR, Mr. Ensminger was informed that the Navy was llblocking" the 
leukemia study by not allowing access to records. Andrea states that she 
told Mr. Ensminger that he was misinformed, because she had not received any 
requests whatsoever from ATSDR to assist with records searches. She assured 
Mr. Ensminger that in meetings between ATSDR and DOD, it was constantly 
reiterated that the Navy wants to be kept apprised of ATSDR's plans and 
activities related to the health study, and that the Navy wants to 
collaborate with and assist ATSDR in conducting the study. 

Additionally, Mr. Ensminger contacted Neal Paul of this office. Neal was 
advised by Major Little (Public Affairs Officer) to refer all future contact 
to Public Affairs. 

Please let me know if you have any comments or question concernin 



. 
above iteration. 
Thanks, 
V/R 
Tom 
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To: SMTP@SMTP[<Beth-Newman@notes.hqi.usmc.mil>], 
SMTP@SMTP1<landmankh@efdlant.navfac.navy.mil>], 
SMTP@SMTP[<scotter@hq.navfac.navy.mil>], 
SMTP@SMTP[ilunsforda@nehc.med.navy.mil>], 
SMTP@SMTP[<Shannon A -- Shy@notes .hqi.usmc.mil>], 
SMTP-~~~~~~~OL~-AL~ER-~~~~~-i~M~~~~~L~~~M~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~ 
SMTP@SMTP[<riechelsm@jag.navy.mil>], 
SMTP@SMTP[<banks.stephen@hq.navy.mil>], 
SMTP@SMTP[<Shepherdds@efdlant.navfac.navy.mil>l, 
SMTP@SMTP[<JoAnn.Bordeaux@usdoj.gov>l,GS-13 N NEAL PAUL@EMD, 
GS-9 THOMAS S MORRIS@EMD,MAJ STEPHEN P FINN@EACOl,MAJOR DARREN 
S JUMP@EACOl 

From: <Kelly A -- Dreyer@notes.hqi.usmc.mil> 
cc: 

Bee: 
Subject: 26 Jan 99 - Meeting at Camp Lejeune 

Attachment: 
Date: l/13/99 1:35 PM 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

Due to flight schedules from Atlanta to Camp Lejeune, the earliest ATSDR 
can attend a meeting on 26 Jan 99 is 1030 am. We have 2 options, 

(a) I can request ATSDR personnel to fly in the day before. 

(b) We can continue our internal discussions on the morning of Jan 26 and 
meet with ATSDR in the afternoon. 

Please let me know if you have a preference. 

VR, 
Kelly Dreyer 

E 



To: 

From: 
cc: 

Bee: 
Subject: 

Attachment: 
Date: 

SMTP2@SMTP2['rrKelly Dreyer"' 
<Kelly A Dreyer@notes.hqi.usmc.mil>],SMTP2@SMTP2[lrrCa:pt -- Beth 
Newman' a1 <Beth-Newman@notes.hqi.usmc.mil>l, 
SMTP2@SMTP2 Lrr 'Katherine Landman"' 
c_~~d~~~t~.n~~f ac - na~~-~~~.l~S_M_TP__2_@SMTP2 1 I* r Z&I&B.-- 
Lunsford' Ir <lunsforda@nehc.med.navy.mil>],SMTP2@SMTP2['r1Major 
Shannon Shy'" <Shannon A Shy@notes.hqi.usmc.mil>], 
SMTP2@SMTP2 rrl'Lt Silvia Riechelrl' <riechelsm@jag.navy.mil>], 
SMTP2@SMTP2[ffrSteve Banks"' <banks.stephen@hq.navy.mil>], 
SMTP2@SMTP2 [I1 'JoAnn Bordeauxllr <JoAnn.Bordeaux@usdoj.gov>], 
SMTP2@SMTP2 Err 'Jeff Hyman' lr cJhyman@evols.com>l, 
SMTP2@SMTP2[1rrMary Ann Simmons"' csimmonsm@nehc.med.navy.mil>], 
SMTP2@SMTP2Er 'David Lawn"' clowndj@wastenot.ehnr.state.nc.usz], 
GS-11 MICHAEL P SENUS@EMD,jungreisjBSMTPl,MAJ RICHARD E 
GRANT@EACOl,GS-7 SHEILA K BATES@HOUSING,and others... 
"Churchill, Jeanetta E." <fzc3@cdc.gov> 
SMTP2@SMTP2[IrKaye, Wendy" <wekl@cdc.gov>],SMTP2@SMTP2["Skipper, 
Kathy" <bosl@cdc.gov>] 

OMB approved Location Project document 
FINALOMB.WPD 
l/27/99 4:35 PM 

As a follow-up to yesterday's Public Relations Strategy meeting held at Camp 
Lejeune, I have attached a copy of the OMB approved document describing 
ATSDR's Location Project. This supersedes any earlier draft versions that 
you may have received earlier. Please note that the timeline given in this 
document was projected at the time of writing. Thank you. 

Jeanetta E. Churchill, MS 

<<FINALOMB.WPD>> 

Jeanetta E. Churchill 
Epidemiologist 
ATSDR Division of Health Studies 
1600 Clifton Road, NE Mailstop E-31 
Atlanta, GA 30333 
Phone: (404)639-6390 
FAX: (404)639-6219 
e-mail: FZC3@CDC.GOV 


